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Abstract :  The Indian civilization, among world's most established and richest, has a solid custom of Science and Technology. 

Our commitments to stargazing, arithmetic, drug and viable expressions are not sufficiently recognized in the Western World, 

either because of numbness or prejudice. This paper displays the looks at the accomplishments of the India in the scientific and 

innovation field. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

India is a nation in South Asia whose name originates from the Indus River. The name 'Bharata' is utilized as an assignment for the 

nation in their constitution referencing the antiquated fanciful sovereign, Bharata, whose story is told, to some degree, in the Indian 

epic Mahabharata. As per the works known as the Puranas (religious/recorded writings recorded in the fifth century CE) Bharata 

vanquished the entire sub-landmass of India and ruled the land in harmony and amicability. The land was, subsequently, known as 

Bharatavarsha ('the sub-mainland of Bharata'). Homonid action in the Indian sub-mainland stretches back more than 250,000 years 

and it is, consequently, one of the most established possessed areas on earth. [1] 

 

India has had age former associations with logical and innovative undertakings. After many long periods of logical advancement, 

Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman, otherwise called CV Raman, turned into the primary Indian to win a Nobel Prize in science for 

his disclosure, 'The Raman's impact" in 1930. He apparently distributed 475 companion looked into articles during his profession. 

His heritage didn't stop there; Raman's nephew Subrahmanyan Chandrashekar was granted the 1983 Nobel Prize for Physics "for 

his hypothetical investigations of the physical procedures of significance to the structure and advancement of the stars." Indian 

civilization is a living civilization which still exists even in this time of globalization, in spite of the fact that it is getting dissolving 

step by step at a disturbing rate. [1]  

 

The Harappa Culture that has likewise been known as the name of \Indus Valley Civilization" that ourished for about eight 

centuries (c. 2750 { 1900 BC) was, as per a few scientists, the most youthful yet by a long shot the biggest of the three most old 

civilizations. It was watched for its efficient arranging of towns with interlinked seepage framework, staying houses worked with 

institutionalized consumed blocks, wheel-turned ceramics, earthenware specialty, turning and weaving, tiled ooring, dot making, 

and all the more critically, copperbronze throwing by the lost-wax process. Inside this Harappa civilization, which has ourished 

numerous towns and urban communities including Mohenjodaro, Harappa, Chanhudaro, Kalibangan and Lothal, which have 

proposed a horticulture based economy with silos and other putting away systems that made for an advanced community life. While 

there is a tremendous scope of archeological information worried about the specialized aptitudes of the individuals of that time, 

there is a practically zero data about their scientific thoughts identifying with stargazing, drug, arithmetic and so forth. This is on 

the grounds that their content, found on almost 3,000 seals, sealing’s and so on. [1] 

 

Archeological unearthing have found relics utilized by early people, including stone devices, which recommend an incredibly 

early date for human home and innovation in the territory. While the civilizations of Mesopotamia and Egypt have for some time 

been perceived for their commended commitments to civilization, India has frequently been neglected, particularly in the West, 

however her history and culture is similarly as rich. [2] 

 

 
 

Fig 1. Ancient India 

 

During the development of the old civilizations, antiquated innovation was the outcome from advances in designing in old 

occasions. These advances throughout the entire existence of innovation invigorated social orders to receive better approaches for 

living and administration. Science and innovation in old and medieval India secured all the significant parts of human learning and 

exercises, including arithmetic, stargazing, material science, science, therapeutic science and medical procedure, expressive arts, 

mechanical and generation innovation, structural building and engineering, shipbuilding and route, sports and games.   . 
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II. GLIMPSE OF INDIAN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

ANCIENT DENTISTRY (7000 BC) 

As per history specialists, the Indus Valley Civilization has uncovered proof of dentistry being polished as far back as 7000 BC. 

One delve site in Mehrgarh even demonstrated proof of healers relieving tooth issue with bow drills. [3] 

 

 
 

Fig 2. Ancient Dentistry 

Ayurveda (5000 BC) 

 

Ayurveda, clearly, originated from the Indian subcontinent, having been followed as far back as 5000 BC. Treatments for the 

most part incorporate complex home grown mixes, minerals and metal substances.[3] 

Ancient flush toilet systems (2500 BC) 

 

Another component of the Indus Valley Civilization was water-flushed toilets. Both in Harappa and Mohenjo-daro, pretty much 

every home had a flush can, associated with a modern sewage framework. [3] 

 
 

Fig 3. Ancient Toilet System 

Ruler (2400 BC) 

 

Territories of the Indus Valley Civilization in both now-Pakistan and Western India have had leaders of ivory revealed from 

vestiges. One such example was even aligned to 1/16 of an inch—under 2 millimeters. Tese sorts of rulers were plainly 

exceptionally noticeable, as even blocks of the valley's structures were found to pursue similar estimations.  

Weighing scale (2400BC) 

 

The most punctual presence of gauging scales likewise go back to between 2400 BC-1800 BC in the Indus valley civilization, 

where adjusts were utilized to think about measure and analyze merchandise in exchange.  

Plastic surgery (2000 BC) 

 

Antiquarians accept plastic medical procedure was being done in India as ahead of schedule as close to 2000 BC. To explain, 

plastic in this expression doesn't allude to the oil result yet to plastikē or "the craft of displaying" flexible tissue. In the end, it was 

old Indian doctor Sushruta who was credited with being the dad of plastic medical procedure around 600 BC, whose books and 

lessons in the end advanced toward Europe hundreds of years after the fact.[3] 
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Fig 4. Plastic Surgery 

Pythagorean theorem (700 BC) 

 

Mesopotamian, Indian and Chinese mathematicians all found Pythagoras' namesake hypothesis autonomously some time before 

he at any point did. In India, the Baudhayana Sulba Sutra between around 800 BC to 500 BC contains an announcement of the 

Pythagorean hypothesis just as geometrical confirmation for an isosceles right triangle. 

Crucible steel (200BC) 

 

Students of history currently realize that by at any rate 200 BC (a preservationist gauge) South India was delivering amazing steel, 

utilizing a strategy Europeans would later call the pot method. Created iron, charcoal, and glass were combined and warmed until 

the iron softened and retained the carbon, framing high evaluation steel. 

Cataract surgery (200 AD) 

 

Indian doctors were known to rehearse an alternate sort of waterfall medical procedure that that known to the Greeks in around 

200 BC. It was performed with an apparatus called the Jabamukhi Salaka, a bended needle used to extricate the focal point and 

drive the waterfall out of the field of vision. Greek researchers of the time traveled to India to see these medical procedures, and 

the system was even brought into China from our nation.[4] 

 

Spinning wheel (500 AD) 

 

This motorized strategy for turning yarn was developed in India, somewhere in the range of 500 and 1000 AD, in the long run 

supplanting hand turning over the world. The Charkha, as it came to be called, in the long run proceeded to turn into the image of 

India's autonomy development.[4] 

Earth's orbit (700 AD) 

 

Hindu cosmological time cycles found in the Surya Siddhanta, composed between 700 BC to 600 AD, give the time it takes the 

Earth to spin around the Sun at 365.2563627 days. This is only a miniscule 1.4 seconds longer than the advanced estimation of 

365.256363004 days, and was the most exact gauge on the planet for over a thousand years.[4] 

 

Shipping and Shipbuilding. 

 

Shipbuilding was one of India's real trade businesses until the British destroyed it and officially restricted it. Medieval Arab 

mariners obtained their vessels in India. The Portuguese likewise kept on getting their pontoons from India and not Europe. A 

portion of the world's biggest and most advanced boats were worked in India and China. [4] 

 

The compass and other route apparatuses were at that point being used in the Indian Ocean some time before Europe. (Nav is the 

San-skrit word for pontoon, and is the root word in route and naval force.) Using their mastery in the study of marine, In-dians 

took an interest in the soonest known sea based exchanging framework.  

 

Scarcely any individuals realize that an Indian maritime pilot, named Kanha, was procured by Vasco da Gama to commander his 

boats and take him to India. A portion of Europe's acclaimed revelations in route were in reality appointments of a settled 

flourishing exchange framework the Indian Ocean. In opposition to Eu-ropean depictions that Indians knew just waterfront route, 

remote ocean delivery had existed in India as Indian boats had been cruising to islands, for example, the Andamans, Lakshdweep 

and Maldives around 2,000 years prior. Kautilya portrays the occasions that are great and awful for nautical. There is additionally 

ex-tensive recorded material on the Indian Ocean exchange Greek, Roman, and Southeast Asian sources. 
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Farming Techniques 

Indian ranchers created non-compound, eco-accommodating pesticides and manures that have present day ap-plications. These 

conventional pesticides have been as of late restored in India with great outcomes, supplanting Union Car-await's items in specific 

markets. Yield turn and soil innovation that has been passed down for a great many years are conventional practices which India 

spearheaded [5].  

 

Generally, India's farming creation was enormous and supported a colossal populace contrasted with different pieces of the world. 

Surpluses were put away for use in a dry season year. Be that as it may, the British transformed this industry into a money cow, 

sending out a lot of grain notwithstanding during nourishment deficiencies. This made a huge number of Indians pass on of 

starvation in the nineteenth century.[5] 

 

Water Management 

 

Given the significance of crisp water in India, it is nothing unexpected that the innovations to oversee wa-ter assets were 

profoundly best in class from Harappan times on-wards. For instance, in Gujarat, Chandragupta constructed the Su-darshan Lake 

in late fourth century BCE, and was later fixed in 150 BCE by his grandson. Bhopal's Raja Bhoj Lake, worked in 1014-1053 as 

appeared in Fig. 7, is gigantic to such an extent that it appears in satellite pictures. The Vijayanagar Empire fabricated such an 

enormous lake in fourteenth fifteenth century CE that it has more development material than the Great Wall of China. What a few 

students of history call the Persian Wheel is really pre-Mughal and indigenous to India [5].  

 

Researchers gauge there were 1.3 million man-made water lakes and lakes crosswise over India, some as enormous as 250 square 

miles. These are presently being rediscovered utilizing satellite symbolism. These empowered downpour water to be reaped and 

utilized for water system, drinking, and so on till the next year's precipitation.[6] 

 

Physics and Mechanics in Indian Heritage 

 

Versatility. While managing samskara as a reason for movement we have alluded to flexibility, sthitisthdpaka, which follows up 

on bodies similarly as docs vega. Every genuine item endure distortion somewhat under the activity of power. The outer power 

connected to any bit of issue, when reasonably estimated, is called pressure. The degree of yield of the example, when reasonably 

estimated, is called strain. Given that the strain isn't excessively extraordinary, it might be said for a misshapening that strain is 

corresponding to worry as exemplified in Hookes (1635-1703) law [6]. This is obviously the advanced rendition. The VaiSesikas 

perceive versatility as a type of sam-skara. This property is expected to live in unmistakable and simultaneously thickly stuffed 

substances specifically. Air conditioning cording to Sridhara,10 the constituent atoms are firmly stuffed in a thick strong 

substance. At the point when such substances are distorted through removal (of their constituent parts), this property encourages 

them in returning to their unique position. In this manner sthitisthdpaka is that property of a substance which reestablishes to 

unique structure its own substratum which has been distorted. There is, accordingly, no di culty in distinguishing it with 

flexibility. Be that as it may, flexibility isn't just a type of samskara, it is additionally a reason for movement. In the demonstration 

of bowing a bow, for instance, by the utilization of affecting force, an inclination to restrict the draw is created and put away in 

the body, which ends up dynamic as the draw is pulled back. It not just reestablishes the bow to its unique position yet 

additionally starts a movement similarly as vega causes movement. It Seems that the VaiSesikas focused more on the second part 

of movement than on the investigation of the first viewpoint which is the premise of Hookes law.[6] 

 

Fluidic Motion. A strong, other than opposing volume changes, operation stances changes fit as a fiddle, while undefined uid can 

oppose volume changes as it were. As per the Praiastapada-bhdsya,u fluidity is viewed as the property of three kinds of 

substances earth, water, and re. It is communicated by the activity of owing as gravity is communicated by the activity of falling 

of bodies. Influenza idity is of two kinds: characteristic and accidental. The previous is the specific property of water. All things 

considered, water is said to lose this quality on solidi cation (as day off hail). There is even a view that the uidity of water 

particles is realized by some outer office like unobtrusive heavenly re. Fire is additionally viewed as a substance having the nature 

of fluidity, for fluidity of dissolved spread or gold is brought about by re. Smoothness, as effectively noted, is a cause of 

movement.[6] 

 

Viscosity. The reason for union and smoothness of water is credited to thickness (sandrata). This property neutralizes any 

inclination of the particles to scatter [6]. In this way it is an employable reason for combination. As per present day thoughts, 

thickness opposes sliding of the uid notwithstanding when nite speeds are included. A uid which has no consistency is known as 

an ideal uid, a perfect state obscure in nature. 

 

Hydrostatics. Ancient Indians appear to be silent about the Old Indians give off an impression of being quiet about the standard of 

Archimedes (c. third century B.C.). In his JVyaya-lilavati, Vallabhacarya (c.a .d . 1200) talks about an impossible to miss 

obstruction (or gravity) offered by water to a sinking body [4]. This may clarify the propensity in specific articles to oat or conic 

up to the outside of water, however the description does not react any consciousness of Archimedes standard, to be specific, that a 

body drenched in a uid is lightened by a power equivalent to the heaviness of the dislodged fluid.[7] 

. 

III. CONCLUSION 

India has an exceptionally rich social legacy of science and innovation from old period. India has made fast headways in the 

peripheral regions of science and innovation like nuclear vitality and space science investigate. By and by, the nation has kept up a 

solid establishment in every one of the territories of modem science and innovation. As of now, it additionally holds the third 

biggest specialized and logical human asset base on the planet. India has delivered numerous extraordinary mathematicians, crystal 

gazers and researchers that completely upset the shape and structure of the universe of science. 
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